CRYSTAL SKYE: AIR PROFILE
AIRCRAFT
Boeing 777-200LR
CREW:
Cabin crew: 19 Skye Attendants
Flight crew: 4 captains with global operation experience for
a B777 aircraft
Crew background
Crystal Skye employs 19 Skye Attendants, plus two pursers,
from all over the world, boasting a cumulative total of
more than 140 years of flying experience.

AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS:
Number of Seats: 88 (customized from standard 380)
Wing span: 212 ft. 60 in. / 64.80 m
Overall length: 169 ft. 9 in. / 49.10 m
Cabin Height: 7 ft. 2 in. / 2.20 m
Engines: GE90-110BL1
Cruise Speed: Mach 0.84
Top Speed: 587 mph; cruising speed is normally 550 mph
Maximum Altitude: 43,100 ft.; typical cruising altitude is
38,000-40,000 ft.
Maximum Range: 10,000 nautical miles / Range capability
19.5 hours

Among them, 32 languages are spoken, including Mandarin
and Cantonese, Spanish, German, French, Afrikaans,
English, Italian, Bengali, Japanese and others.

GODFATHER: Matthew D. Upchurch

Design
Every element of the customized interiors has been
completely re-imagined by Crystal AirCruises designers to
create a standard of luxury and comfort in keeping with
what guests have come to expect from Crystal.

Crystal Exclusive Class™ Seats
Exclusively designed for Crystal AirCruises by Zodiac
Seating, the worldwide leader in premium airline seating,
with ergonomic and luxurious comfort. Guests will have an
average of three windows between each seating row.
Staggered rows also allow for center seats to enjoy window
views.

Customized luxury amenities
 Custom designed cashmere blankets and lumbar
pillows, goose down pillow, duvets and mattress
toppers for plush in-flight sleep
 Custom cabin tote bags, including toiletry kits and
Bose headphones
 State-of-the-art connectivity with Crystal
AirCruises global Wi-Fi
Abundant space
Featuring the widest VIP cabin configuration in commercial
service, Crystal Skye offers a sense of space throughout the
luxury aircraft, with custom seat design and configuration,
dedicated social lounge, high ceilings, sophisticated
contrasting color palettes and contemporary design.




6 VIP lavatories featuring spa-like atmosphere –
relaxing music, large countertops, ETRO bath
products, and space to change into sleep attire.
Dedicated Social lounge designed for optimum
gathering space for guests to enjoy cocktails and
small bites while mingling in flight







The Crystal Exclusive Class™ seats are configured
in a 2x2x2 format, with extra wide aisles, a 74-inch
pitch between seats and a 24-inch width between
armrests
At 73.5 inches long, each leather seat can lie fully
flat and was especially selected to provide
optimum comfort in both horizontal and upright
positions.
Each seat offers personal USB ports and power
outlets

Luxurious Details
 Bespoke Crystal VIP carpet throughout the aircraft
cabin
 Customized and adjustable cabin lighting
enhancing the in-flight experience
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Luggage capacity
Guests are each permitted three complimentary checked
bags, not exceeding 70 lbs. each, plus one carry-on bag, not
exceeding 45 inches overall. One personal item (purse,
laptop bag etc.) is also permitted.




Crystal Skye has newly designed overhead
compartment which allows for much greater
storage while taking up less space in the cabin,
creating a more open feel and providing more
room for guests to travel with the personal items
they need.
Crystal Skye boasts the tallest cabin ceiling with no
overhead center bins, enhancing the open cabin
experience.

GUEST EXPERIENCE
Crystal Skye Attendant service
Each guest enjoys the personal service of a butler assigned
to cater to their individual wishes throughout the in-flight
experience.


Butlers carts are equipped for six-star service, with
steam irons, shoe horns and polish, wrapping
paper, extract fragrances and lens cleaner

Culinary experience in the clouds
Crystal Skye’s executive chef oversees all onboard menu
designs, featuring Michelin-inspired cuisine reflecting the
global destinations visited. The chef collaborates with the
sommelier/mixologist to offer pairings with fine wines from
Crystal’s SkyeCellar.




Two professionally appointed galleys, equipped
with nine total steam and convection ovens,
espresso machines, frother, blender, ice machines
and other necessary tools of the trade
Chef carts are fully stocked for special requests

Crystal SkyeCellar
Crystal’s SkyeCellar is a beautiful glass enclosure housing
more than 200 fine vintages. The custom-built encasement
boasts a chiller for perfect temperature control of the wines,
which are selected by the executive chef to complement the
gourmet onboard cuisine.

Connectivity and entertainment
Crystal Skye’s in-flight entertainment system has been
designed exclusively for the aircraft with 24-inch HD
Panasonic monitors – the largest in the industry – and mini
monitors in each handset. The custom system enables
guests to view a comprehensive selection of Audio Video
on Demand with over 100 movies, TV sitcoms and audio
files, in addition, Live TV with 5 channels with News,
Financial and Sports channels and other features including:




Live cockpit-to-airport ground control listening
channel
Detailed live moving map offering guest the
ability to check progress of their AirCruise
TV cameras outside for views of take-off, in flight
and landing

